THE MONARCHY
AND THE ETRUSCANS
LECTURE 2

F

or the Romans, everything begins with Rome, and Roman history
itself begins with the date traditionally ascribed to the city’s
foundation—April 21, 753 B.C. Despite the great importance
attached to the foundation of Rome, it is difficult to determine what
really happened; no contemporary account survives, and later ones
are heavily weighted with propagandistic purposes. This lecture examines the
incredible accounts of this early period in Roman history.

FOUNDATION MYTHS
®® Archaeological evidence tells us that the site of Rome was inhabited
hundreds of years before the city’s supposed foundation; there are graves
in the area from at least 1000 B.C. However, the archaeological evidence
also suggests that, starting from around 700 B.C., close to the legendary
foundation date, the population did start to increase rapidly. From there,
the first signs of major urban structures in stone begin to appear.
®® The Romans themselves told many stories about their city’s establishment.
In some cases, the stories conflict with one another. But over time, several
figures came to dominate these accounts. The first of these focuses on
Aeneas, who appears as a minor character in Homer’s epic poem the Iliad.

The Rise of Rome

®® Aeneas was allegedly the son of a Trojan prince and the goddess Aphrodite.
When Troy was destroyed by the Greeks, he managed to escape the
destruction and flee the burning city, disappearing into the wilderness.
That is as far as his legend goes in Greek tradition. The Romans, however,
saw an opportunity to co-opt this missing hero from Greek culture for
their own propagandistic purposes.
®® As memorialized by the Roman poet Virgil in his masterpiece, the Aeneid,
after escaping Troy, Aeneas wandered around the Mediterranean having
various adventures until he eventually washed ashore in Italy. There, he
married a local girl from one of the Latin tribes. Aeneas’s descendants
would found the city of Rome, and thus Aeneas is credited as being the
forefather of the Roman people.
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®® The second important foundation story tells how the city of Rome itself
began, and focuses on twin brothers named Romulus and Remus. One
of the descendants of Iulus became king by the duplicitous means of
expelling his brother and murdering his brother’s children. He then forced
his brother’s daughter to become a Vestal Virgin to ensure that she would
have no children who might seek revenge against him.
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®® Aeneas’s son, Iulus, was said to be the progenitor of one of the most
eminent families in later Roman history, the Julii. This was the family of
such illustrious figures as Julius Caesar and Augustus, the first emperor.
By asserting that they were descended from Iulus, the Julii also laid claim
to divine lineage, because Iulus’s grandmother was the goddess Aphrodite.

®® The Vestal Virgin became pregnant, however, and claimed that she had
been raped by Mars, the god of war. She gave birth to twins, Romulus and
Remus. Because of their possibly divine parentage, the king was afraid to
kill the babies directly, so he had them put in a basket and thrown into
the Tiber River to drown.

The Rise of Rome

®® The Tiber was in flood at the time, and the basket was eventually
deposited by the floodwaters on the slopes of the Capitoline Hill. The
babies were found by a she-wolf who nursed them and looked after them
with the help of a woodpecker. Ultimately, the boys were discovered by
a shepherd, who raised them as his own. In time, the shepherd revealed
the secret of their birth, and they overthrew the king.
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®® Having established their archetypal hero credentials by being exposed
as infants, once grown to adulthood, Romulus and Remus decided to
establish a new city on the spot where the wolf had rescued them. Almost
immediately, they got into an argument over who should be the king of
the new city. They were twins, after all, and did not know which one of
them was older.
®® Romulus and Remus could not agree, so they opted to let the gods choose
the king. To do this, each brother went to the top of one of the hills and
looked for a sign, with Romulus standing on the Palatine Hill. Remus
received the first sign when six vultures flew overhead. Shortly afterward,
however, 12 vultures flew over Romulus.
®® This left the brothers still arguing, with each claiming the gods had
picked him—Remus saying he had the first omen and Romulus saying
he had the better omen. In the end, they couldn’t settle their differences
and, growing angry, Romulus solved the problem by murdering his
brother. Thus Romulus became the first king of the city that came to bear
his name.

®® The focus of the stories is always on the city of Rome. The Aeneas myth
provides links to Greek civilization and culture and positions Rome
within a larger context. The Romulus story is an unusual foundation
legend because it places a fratricide as the event which began Roman
history. It also introduces the theme of powerful men fighting each
other to see who will control Rome, an idea that will recur many times
throughout Roman history.
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®® The earliest version we have of the Romulus and Remus story dates from
200 B.C. It therefore represents later mythologizing and, from a historical
standpoint, is highly untrustworthy. Rome’s foundation myths contain
some important themes, however, and are revealing about the way the
Romans viewed themselves.

THE RAPE OF THE SABINE WOMEN
®® Conventionally, Roman history is divided into three distinct eras
according to the type of government in place at the time. The first of
these was the monarchy, when Rome was ruled by kings. This period
begins with Romulus in 753 B.C., and it continues until the expulsion of
the last of the kings in 509 B.C.
®® The Romans claimed to have had only seven kings, which seems
improbable given the length of time that the monarchy was supposedly
in power. In fact, the entire period of the monarchy is shrouded in
uncertainties, and much of it still falls under the category of myth rather
than history.
®® One of the first great problems confronting Romulus was a very practical
concern—he and his followers were nearly all men, and for obvious
reasons, if they wanted their city to have a future, they needed women.
His solution was to invite one of the neighboring tribes, called the Sabines,
to a big feast in the new city. The curious Sabines agreed to come. During
the festivities, a signal was given at which point the Romans all tried to
grab a young Sabine woman and run off with her. This event became
known as the rape of the Sabine women.

The Rise of Rome

®® The Sabines were understandably unhappy that their daughters had
been kidnapped by the Romans, so they attacked Rome. The Romans
barricaded themselves on top of the Capitoline Hill, with the angry
Sabines surrounding them below. The Sabine and Roman men were about
to start fighting and killing each other, when suddenly, the kidnapped
Sabine women ran between the two groups, stopping the battle.
®® Despite their initial abduction, enough time had passed that the Sabine
women had seemingly begun to fall in love with their Roman abductors.
They pleaded with the men not to fight, saying that the Sabine women
would lose no matter what happened; if the Romans won, it would mean
that their fathers and brothers had been killed, and if the Sabines won, it
would mean that their husbands had been killed.
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®® At this plea, the Romans and Sabines agreed to make peace, and, what’s
more, to combine their two peoples together. The new state would be
ruled by Romulus and the Sabine king jointly. Whatever the truth of
this story, it provides a precedent for two important aspects of Roman
culture: Rome’s assimilation with its neighbors, and the presence of
dual magistrates.

ETRUSCAN INFLUENCES

®® Recently, some scholars have
questioned the idea of Rome falling
under Etruscan control, pointing
out, for example, archaeological
evidence suggesting that by this
time, Rome was probably larger
and possibly more powerful than
any contemporary Etruscan city.
Whichever interpretation is correct,
it is certain that the Etruscans would
exert influence on Roman culture,
and so it is worth looking at them in
more detail.
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®® Most of the legendary kings of Rome seem to have Roman or Sabine
names, but at least the last two clearly had Etruscan ones. At this time, the
Etruscans were a thriving, sophisticated civilization
that dominated the northern half of the
Italian peninsula. The fact that the
last Roman kings bear Etruscan
names has usually been interpreted
to mean that, at some point, the
growing village of Rome came to the
attention of its Etruscan neighbors,
and that the Etruscans imposed their
rulership on the Romans.

®® The Etruscans have long been described as mysterious, and they are hard
to fully understand for a number of reasons. One is the longstanding
debate about their origins. Some argue that the Etruscans came from the
Middle East; others that they arose in Italy. Scholars—and now scientists,
using DNA testing—have not yet reached an agreement on this issue.
®® Another element of mystery is the Etruscan language, a non-IndoEuropean one that had fallen out of use by the mid-1st century A.D.
Because the Etruscans adopted an alphabet based on the Phoenician
one, we can read their words; we do not always know what those words
mean, however, and the majority of Etruscan inscriptions consist of
proper names.
®® A pronounced degree of social stratification seems to have developed in
the Etruscan communities, with the emergence of a dominant aristocratic
class. Starting in the late 8th century B.C., some of the towns in southern
Etruria rapidly evolved from clusters of thatch-roofed clay huts into
genuine city-states.
®® Wealthy Etruscans soon came to live in sturdy, rectangular structures
of brick or stone with terra-cotta-tiled roofs. There are signs of urban
planning and standard civic features, such as streets, drainage channels,
walls, fortifications, and religious sanctuaries. The Etruscan city-states do
not seem to have been united politically, and they often fought with one
another and competed for trade.

The Rise of Rome

®® Contact with the Phoenicians and the Greeks brought an influx of ideas
and artistic styles, as well as a new alphabet. The Etruscans liked to adopt
and adapt foreign influences. The Etruscan elites imported luxury goods
from overseas, which they used to project a sense of their social status
and power.
®® The political structure of Etruscan civilization seems to have been
a confederation of strong, rich cities. Their kings were important figures.
They served as commanders of the army, high priests, and chief judges
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and are depicted wearing purple robes and golden crowns. The robes of
the Etruscan kings are thought to be the basis for the Roman toga, which
would later become famous as the symbol for Roman citizenship.
®® The Etruscans also seem to have been fond of public entertainments,
including chariot races and combats to the death, which were held as
part of funeral ceremonies. It is apparently from the Etruscans that the
Romans took the idea of gladiatorial contests, and chariot racing later
became the most popular form of Roman public entertainment.
®® Whether through outright political control or innocent cultural
interaction, the influence of Etruscan civilization on the Romans
was significant. Soon, however, the Romans would come into more
direct conflict with their neighbors, ultimately eclipsing the Etruscans
completely. This moment would spark a revolution in Rome, transforming
the monarchy into a republic and launching the Romans on their path to
domination of the Mediterranean.
Suggested Reading

Questions to Consider
ww Discuss the ways in which the Romulus/Remus foundation story is
both typical and atypical of such foundation legends.
ww Of the various aspects of culture that the Romans may have
borrowed from or at least shared with the Etruscans, which do you
believe are the most significant?
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Borrelli and Targia, The Etruscans.
Cornell, The Beginnings of Rome.
Grandazzi, The Foundation of Rome.
Spivey, Etruscan Art.

